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Abstract
We present ChromAlignNet, a deep learning model for alignment of peaks in Gas Chromatography-
Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS) data. In GC-MS data, a compound’s retention time (RT) may not stay
fixed across multiple chromatograms. To use GC-MS data for biomarker discovery requires alignment
of identical analyte’s RT from different samples. Current methods of alignment are all based on a
set of formal, mathematical rules. We present a solution to GC-MS alignment using deep learning
neural networks, which are more adept at complex, fuzzy data sets. We tested our model on several
GC-MS data sets of various complexities and analysed the alignment results quantitatively. We show
the model has very good performance (AUC ∼ 1 for simple data sets and AUC ∼ 0.85 for very
complex data sets). Further, our model easily outperforms existing algorithms on complex data sets.
Compared with existing methods, ChromAlignNet is very easy to use as it requires no user input of
reference chromatograms and parameters. This method can easily be adapted to other similar data
such as those from liquid chromatography. The source code is written in Python and available online.
Keywords— Gas chromatography, Mass spectrometry, Breath, Automatic alignment, Deep neural network
1 Introduction
Gas chromatography when coupled with mass spectrometry (GC-MS) provides a vast amount of information about
chemical compositions in samples, thus is regarded as a gold standard in analysis of compounds in metabolomics
research. Metabolomics data are influenced by environmental factors [1], individuals’ life styles and diet [2], and
diseases [3, 4, 5]. Metabolomics is therefore seen as an effective tool for health monitoring, disease diagnosis
and personalised health care. One field in which metabolomic analysis is rapidly gaining traction is in human
breath diagnostics. Gaseous compounds expired in breath can be sampled and detected by GC-MS to provide
insights into the metabolic status of the source, presenting a readily accessible and non-invasive means of acquiring
metabolic data. Recent advances in data analytics, such as information theory [6] and machine learning [7], have
provided some powerful tools for uncovering new information from metabolomics data.
The wealth of information from GC-MS data allows researchers the opportunity for biomarker discovery by
analysing the variations in samples from different cohorts. Typically, variation among samples is interpreted
based on quantitative differences in chemicals, in which analyte identity is recognised using RT. Performing data
analysis on GC-MS samples thus requires that the RT of a given substance remain the same between samples.
However, across multiple GC-MS analyses the retention time for a given substance may shift due to environ-
mental conditions, gas flow rate, the age of the column, as well as sample overloading and interactions between
different components of the mixture being analysed. Such factors can influence the RT in a non-linear manner
across the duration of the chromatogram. Consequently, alignment of chromatographic peaks corresponding to
an identical analyte in different samples is a critical step in data pre-processing.
Many alignment algorithms have been proposed. For a comprehensive list, we direct the readers to the
excellent review article by Vu and Laukens [8]. Moreover, Koh et al. [9] provided a comprehensive evaluation of
a number of alignment software that are publicly and commercially available. These authors concluded that due
to the complexity of the metabolome, all existing software will require further improvement and researchers are
recommended to perform manual checks on the alignment of important biomarkers. More alignment algorithms
have been developed since the review papers above [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15], many of these utilising the mass spectral
information for alignment.
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Current alignment algorithms are all based on traditional, symbolic artificial intelligence (AI) techniques,
that is, the use of a set of formal, mathematical rules. Symbolic AI have been shown to be excellent at solving
well-defined, logical problems, such as chess, however they run into difficulties when turned towards complex,
fuzzy problems such as images and speech [16, 17]. RT alignment of metabolomic data belongs to the latter
problem. When manually identifying compounds in the chromatogram, experts rely on their knowledge of the
instruments, the properties of the chemical compounds, and the profiles of the chemicals in the chromatogram.
Much of this knowledge is subjective and intuitive, and can not be captured by formal mathematics. Machine
learning techniques tackle these complex problems by allowing AI systems to acquire their own knowledge of
the world through extracting patterns from the data. We present here ChromAlignNet, a novel method for
chromatogram RT alignment through the use of deep learning, a type of machine learning (see Section S1.1 in
Supplementary Materials for background). We demonstrate the validity of this method through the alignment
results of several data sets of various complexities and compare the results with existing algorithms. The method
presented can easily be adapted to other similar data sets such as liquid chromatography, and nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy.
2 Proposed Methodology
2.1 Network Architecture
The objective of aligning two chromatograms is to compare the compounds within them and match those ones
that are identical in different samples. This type of problem belong to a field of machine learning called One-Shot
Learning [18]. We therefore choose to build a deep learning network to compare individual peaks, basing the
network architecture on the Siamese network [19], which contains two or more branches that are identical in their
structure, parameters and weights. These branches are connected by a function which computes some metric as
a distance between their highest level representations. Each branch can also be called an ‘encoder’, as their top
level layer represents features that best encode identifying information about the input. Siamese networks have
been applied to problems such as signature verification [19], face comparison [20] and assessing sentence similarity
[21], all classic one-shot learning problems.
To make full use of the rich information present in GC-MS data, we propose that the network should compare
not only their retention times, but also the chromatogram segments, the peak profile, and mass spectra of the
peaks. To achieve that, the overall network architecture (Figure 1) employs three separate Siamese sub-networks
to compare these aspects of the peaks. In other words, each sub-network will be composed of two branches, to
which the input will be the relevant information from a pair of peaks (henceforth, we will refer to this as “pairwise
comparison”). The output of the overall network is a probability indicating how likely these peaks should be
aligned together. We will describe below the details of each sub-network.
The mass spectrum sub-network encodes the information of all the m/z values at the RT where the peak is
at maximum intensity. The mass encoder uses a standard fully connected structure with two layers of 64 neurons
each before the final layer of 10 neurons. Dropout of 0.2 was present between each layer. This simple structure
was used since the mass range detected by the instrument is usually a pre-set value and during pre-processing of
the data the masses are rounded into their nearest integers, thus the size of the input vector to the mass encoder
are consistent across all data that we gather.
The peak profile sub-network encodes the information along the peak’s RT range to describe its shape – that
is, the intensity at all timepoints from the beginning to the end of each peak (see Section 3.2 for details of peak
detection). The peak encoder (Supplementary Figure S6) uses a recurrent structure to deal with the variable
duration of different peaks. Three recurrent layers were used, each separated by a dropout layer. The recurrent
unit used is the LSTM cell, which keeps a separate memory on top of its internal state. A bidirectional structure
is used, so the input for each layer is processed in both the forward and reverse directions and the output is
concatenated together. After the three recurrent layers the output at the final time-step is passed on to the
dropout and fully connected layers. The input to the peak encoder is normalised to a maximum intensity of one.
Finally, we designed a sub-network to encode the information of a segment of the chromatogram centred on
the peak. This is because often the surrounding peaks will inform us about the identity of the peak in question.
The chromatogram encoder (Figure S7) makes use of 1D convolutions for feature extraction. There are two stacks
of layers, one with a greater number of convolution and pooling operations than the other. The deeper stack
has a wider receptive field, allowing it to pick out large scale features from the chromatogram. Meanwhile, the
stack with fewer convolution operations can focus on the finer details of the peaks. Inspiration for this multi-level
approach was taken from the Inception module in the GoogLeNet [22]. Each convolution is kept at a kernel size
of 3, opting for more layers rather than a larger kernel size. The result is a similar receptive field but greater
non-linearity, a technique successfully demonstrated by VGG Net [23].
Note that the inputs to the chromatogram encoder and peak encoder overlap. Inclusion of the peak encoder
in the overall network to emphasise the peak component was considered valuable. As the preprocessing steps and
network architectures differ between the two encoders, unique information is extracted by each.
Each of the encoders end in a fully connected layer of 10 neurons, giving a representation of the input as a
vector of 10 values. The two branches of the Siamese structure are combined by taking the absolute difference
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Figure 1: Overall network architecture, featuring a Siamese design for three components - the ‘Mass
Spectrum Encoder’, ‘Peak Encoder’ and ‘Chromatogram Encoder’. The retention time difference is
concatenated with the outputs from each Siamese sub-network. A 20% dropout is applied before passing
to a fully connected layer of 64 neurons. Another fully connected layer of one neuron with a sigmoid
activation function provides the output. Other activation functions were chosen to be ReLU, since this
is a commonly accepted default that often speeds up the training process.
between each element of the two vectors, producing an output of 10 neurons for each of the three sub-networks.
These 30 neurons are concatenated together along with the absolute value of the difference in retention time
between the two peaks, which is provided as an additional input.
This concatenated combination is passed through a dropout layer, where a dropout rate of 20% is applied.
Since the RT difference is input as a single neuron this means that there is a 20% chance in each training iteration
of this information being absent from the model. This may support the training of the encoders at an early stage
(when they are not yet accurate), instead of the network simply using the RT difference as the basis for alignment.
It is likely for simple examples that the retention time difference is the most important piece of information in
deciding whether or not two peaks match (see Section 3.1 for discussion on data complexity). However, in complex
cases the retention times can vary by more than one minute. The information from the encoders may be more
consistent than RT difference across these different cases. Encouraging reliance on a mixture of information from
the different encoders should lead to better generalisation of the model across different data sets. The concern of
generalisation may also be naturally resolved as more training data is used, capturing a variety of cases.
2.2 Getting Groups from Pairwise Comparisons
For alignment, first all pairs of eligible peaks are compared using the trained model to get a prediction value,
then peaks are allocated to groups according to these prediction values. Thus the result of alignment is a set of
groups, where each group contains peaks from multiple samples that are predicted to be the same compound. We
will now describe the steps in detail.
When comparing peaks between multiple chromatograms, a cut-off on the retention time difference is imposed
to limit the number of comparisons. This can be set at a value around 1.5 minutes in practice, since it is highly
unlikely to find retention times shifted by more than this amount even in complex scenarios. A larger value of
three minutes was used during the testing of the algorithm.
Outputs from the network are converted into distance values by taking the inverse, which then allow peaks
to be grouped together using a hierarchical clustering algorithm. The ‘average linkage’ method (also known as
the UPGMA algorithm) was chosen, which combines groups based on the average unweighted distance of all the
pairs within the groups. A cut-off distance of 2 was used, corresponding to a probability of 0.5.
A retention time is then assigned to each group. The group’s RT is the average RT of the peaks in the group
weighted by the peaks’ intensity. The weighting helps avoid extreme shifts in RT values if noisy peaks of low
intensity are mis-assigned to the group.
3
3 Experimental Design
3.1 Data
Data from four different sources were used to train and evaluate the effectiveness of the algorithm. These included
two sets of air data and two sets of human breath data. Detailed descriptions of the data and the relevant ethics
approvals can be found in supplementary materials (Section S1.2). All samples were analysed using quadrupole
time of flight instrument (GC-QTOF-MS, 7890B series, Agilent Technologies). Detailed description of data
acquisition procedure can be found in previous studies [6, 24]. Note that QTOF-MS instruments give higher
resolution mass spectrometry than standard GC-MS instruments. However, in exporting the data, the MS values
were compressed into integer values, therefore, the data used here is similar to a standard GC-MS instrument’s
output, consequently, we will refer to them as simply GC-MS data.
We used data from ambient air and human breath samples in our study due to the differences in their
complexity. The ambient air samples are simpler and alignment of chromatographic peaks is straight forward, as
there is minimal RT drift across multiple samples. Conversely, human breath samples are much more complex,
with larger disparity in RT, making correct alignment of the peak data using existing algorithms problematic.
Examples of unaligned chromatographic segments of the samples can be see in Supplementary Figure S8.
Two of these sources of data will be used to generate training and validation samples (Section 3.4) and
two to generate test samples (Section 3.5). Validation samples are used during the training process to verify
the increase in accuracy over training iterations, or epochs, using data the network hadn’t encountered during
training. Validation minimises the risk of overfitting, where networks fit too perfectly to the training data and
cannot generalise to new data. The test samples are then used to fully evaluate networks trained on training
data, as these are data the networks have never encountered.
3.2 Peak Detection
The data from the GC-QTOF-MS instrument were exported from the instrument’s native file format to XML
files, where each reading of the intensity was assigned non-integer m/z and RT values. These data are first
converted into a csv file, where all the m/z are rounded to the nearest integer values. This step ensures the data
are consistent with lower resolution mass spectral output, where the mass values are reported as integers, thus
the peak detection and alignment algorithms can be applied to data from different mass analysers.
An optional normalisation process was applied to the data, whereby a standard chemical is analysed on
each day of analysis and used to normalised all data from that day [24]. The baseline drift of each single ion
chromatogram (SIC) was corrected using Asymmetric Least Square (ALS) [25].
Peak detection of the samples was achieved through an automated process [26] for each SIC. A peak is located
when the signal’s second derivative is negative, and the start and end of each peak is found when the first derivative
crosses the positive or negative threshold. The time at which a peak achieves its maximum intensity (i.e. when
the second derivative is minimum) is used to define the peak’s RT. The area under the curve for each peak from
the start to the end of the peak is calculated and attributed as the total count of the peak.
3.3 Pre-processing for Alignment
The detected peaks are processed together with the raw GC-MS data to gather the three components (mass
spectrum, peak profile and chromatogram segment) needed for the deep learning network described in Section 2.
The mass spectrum was taken along the m/z axis at the peak’s maximum RT. The peak profile is the section of
chromatogram between the peak’s start and end times along the time axis. The chromatogram segment was 600
time steps centred at the peak’s RT, corresponding to 1.5 minutes in either direction. Supplementary Figure S9
shows how these different pieces of information can be used together to help identify peaks that should be aligned.
We further processed all the data for use in the network: A log operation was performed on the chromatogram
segments, ignoring any zeros. The minimum value was subtracted. The peak profile and mass spectrum associated
with each peak were normalised to 1.
3.4 Generating Training and Validation Data
We used the ambient air samples from P. falciparum CHMI trial and the healthy control human breath samples
to generate training and validation data.
We selected three masses (m/z = 103, 115, and 143 Da) with RTs between 14-15min from the air samples for
training. These specific peak data were selected as the m/z and RT combinations are indicative of biomarkers
of interest in the related P. falciparum CHMI trial [6]. We selected two of these three masses from the healthy
control human breath samples. The peaks identified in these segments were manually grouped based on their
peak profiles, mass spectra and chromatogram segments. Detailed description of the manual grouping process
can be found in the Supplementary Materials (Section S1.3).
From the healthy control human breath data, we selected a further two masses (m/z = 73 and 88 Da) between
RT 3-6 min for training and validation samples. These m/z and RT combination are indicative of three sulphur
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Table 1: Single Ion Chromatogram (SIC) segments used to generate training examples. Note, for the last
two breath data sets, only the professionally identified thioether peaks, of which there were 283 and 272
respectively in each data set, were given a group number. In the same region, there were 272 and 138
non-thioether peaks respectively, these were given ‘-1’ as a group number and only used in training when
paired with an identified peak as a negative pair.
Training
Data set
Type m/z
Retention Time
Segment (min)
No. of
Samples
Unique
Peaks ID’d
No. of
Groups
Training
Combinations
Air103 Air 103 13.9 - 15.1 62 358 9 18,648
Air115 Air 115 13.9 - 15.5 62 501 12 25,752
Air143 Air 143 14.0 - 15.2 62 244 7 11,152
Breath103 Breath 103 13.9 - 15.3 98 536 13 43,723
Breath115 Breath 115 13.8 - 15.5 98 766 14 61,473
Breath73 Breath 73 3 - 6 98 283 3 21,920
Breath88 Breath 88 3 - 6 98 272 3 19,892
Table 2: The shaded cells highlight the combination of data sets which were used to train each of the
seven models
Model
A B C D E F G
Air103
Air115
Air143
Breath103
Breath115
Breath73
Breath88
compounds (thioethers) in the GC-MS data, which were previously shown to increase in volunteers undergoing
CHMI with P. falciparum as infection progresses [3]. The RT of these early-eluting peaks can vary for more than
1 min, which is much larger than the duration of the individual peak. It is not unusual for the RT of a later
peak in one sample to occur before the RT of an earlier peak in another sample. The large variation in the RT of
these compounds makes alignment using traditional methods extremely difficult. The thioethers in the data were
identified by expert interpretation1. Detailed description of the analysis can be found in [6]. Only the thioether
peaks were used in the training data as positive pairs (see definition in the next paragraph), the other peaks were
only used in the training data when combined with the thioether peaks to form negative pairs.
Seven different sets of training and validation data were generated (Table 1). The name given to each data
set is the source data ‘type’ combined with the m/z (e.g. Air103 or Breath73). Within each data set, positive
and negative pairs were fed into the deep learning network. A positive pair comprises two peaks that should be
aligned, while a negative pair is made of two peaks that correspond to different compounds that do not align.
There are many more negative pairs possible than positive ones. To avoid an unbalanced training process, only
the same number of random negative pairs were used as positive pairs existed.
Seven models (A-G) were trained using different combinations of these data sets (Table 2). This is because
we want to evaluate model performances when they are trained on data sets with different complexities. We
included both Air103 and Air115 data sets in all models, as air samples are the simplest, so they form the basis
of training. Air143 data set was left out of all except one model to evaluate how well the models can perform
on a simple data set when they are trained with data at various levels of complexity. Breath103 and Breath115
are data set at the next level of complexity from air samples. Therefore, we add different combinations of these
two data sets to the training data to train models C, D and E. Finally, the Breath73 and Breath88 data sets are
the most complex, therefore we add them to models F and G training data. Note that for models F and G, only
the Breath103 data set was used in the training, so that we can evaluate the models trained at higher level of
complexity on those with medium levels of complexity. As an initial evaluation, each model was used to align
each of the data sets. Note that we evaluate the models on all data sets, even those in the training data, since not
all data in the training sets will be used for training. Since these data sets originate from sources with different
1Henceforth, we use the word ‘detected’ to describe a peak that is found by the automatic peak detection algorithm,
and the word ‘identified’ to describe a peak that has been manually verified by the domain expert.
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Table 3: Single Ion Chromatogram (SIC) segments used to generate test data. Note, for the field breath
data, only the professional identified peaks were given a group number; un-identified peaks are given -1
as group number.
Test
Data set
Type m/z
Retention Time
Segment (min)
No. of
Samples
ID’d
Peaks
No. of
Groups
un-ID’d
Peaks
Combinations
Air92 Air 92 14.5 - 17.5 41 539 21 7 148,785
Air134 Air 134 13.8 - 15.5 41 270 10 9 38,781
Field73 Breath 73 3 - 6 50 26 3 244 36,585
Field88 Breath 88 3 - 6 50 27 3 93 7,140
Field134 Breath 134 13.8 - 15.5 50 112 3 203 50,403
levels of alignment difficulty (e.g. varying RT drift early and later in the chromatogram), an assessment of how
the accuracy changes for various types of training data can be made.
3.5 Generating Test Data
We used the ambient air data from P. vivax CHMI trial (40 samples) and the field samples of human breath (50
samples) to generate test data (Table 3).
From the air samples, two masses were selected (m/z = 92 Da between RT 14.5-17.5 min and m/z = 134 Da
between RT 13.8-15.5 min). These specific m/z and RT combination were selected due to the identification of
biomarkers of interest in the related P. vivax trial [6]. The peaks detected in these segments were then manually
grouped based on their peak profiles, mass spectra and chromatogram segments.
We selected three masses from the field samples (m/z = 73 and 88 Da between RT 3-6 min, and m/z = 134 Da
between RT 13.8-15.5 min). As with the training and validation data sets the first two mass and RT combinations
are associated with three thioether compounds, and the third combination is associated with three previously
identified cymene compounds [6]. The peaks for thioethers and cymene in the field samples were identified by an
expert. Other peaks in these segments were assigned into the ‘un-identified’ group.
3.6 Metrics Used for Assessment
The performance of the models were assessed using the metrics of true and false positive rates, and ROC curves
and their AUC values.
The model generates a probability of alignment which is converted into a binary classification using a threshold
of 0.5. The rate of true positive is the proportion of positive cases (peaks that should be aligned) that are correctly
determined as such. The rate of false positives is the proportion of negative cases that were identified as positive
cases. These are peaks that should not be aligned together but were incorrectly predicted as such by the model.
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves are useful for visualising the performance of the models in
a compact manner without the need to set an arbitrary threshold. ROC graphs plot false positive rate (x-axis)
against true positive rate (y-axis), showing the trade-off as the threshold varies. When comparing models, one
is said to be better, if it is towards the upper left hand side of the ROC space, where more true positives are
produced than false positives. The performances between models can be compared by their respective measure
of Area Under the Curve (AUC), the AUC value is between 0 and 1, a model with AUC=1 is said to give perfect
performance.
4 Results
4.1 Training Process
Neural networks’ training processes are stochastic in nature. We therefore trained 10 repetitions of each model to
give us a general idea of the performance of our models. In practice, multiple networks are trained and the best
performing model is picked for use. We choose to randomly split the data in Table 1 into 80% ‘training’ and 20%
‘validation’ which is used to check the performance of the trained network at each epoch. See Supplementary
Section S1.4 for full details of the training process and results.
The models were trained for 50 epochs. Depending on the size of the training set, this took between 2 and 10
hours using a single GPU node, or 6 to 27 hours using a single CPU node, on the supercomputer clusters.
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Table 4: AUC of predictions for each model against each training and validation data set. The values
report the average over ten repetitions. Cells where the values are italic and in bracket indicate models
that were trained with the data set.
Models
Data Set A B C D E F G
Air103 (1.0000 ) (1.0000 ) (1.0000 ) (1.0000 ) (1.0000 ) (1.0000 ) (1.0000 )
Air115 (1.0000 ) (1.0000 ) (1.0000 ) (1.0000 ) (1.0000 ) (1.0000 ) (1.0000 )
Air143 0.9999 (1.0000 ) 0.9998 0.9999 0.9997 0.9996 0.9997
Breath103 0.9985 0.9965 (1.0000 ) 0.9996 (1.0000 ) (1.0000 ) (1.0000 )
Breath115 0.9964 0.9942 0.9965 (1.0000 ) (1.0000 ) 0.9942 0.9950
Breath73 0.9064 0.9105 0.9258 0.9175 0.9119 (0.9857 ) 0.9413
Breath88 0.8977 0.8914 0.9130 0.9053 0.9101 0.9720 (0.9879 )
4.2 Accuracy and Alignment for Training Data
We first evaluated all seven trained models (Table 2) using all the training data sets (Table 1). This allowed us
to observe the effectiveness of the models on data sets on which they were trained2, as well as on other data sets.
We report the average true and false positive rates (Supplementary Table S4 and Supplementary Figure S13) and
the average AUC (Table 4) for each model tested on each of the data sets3. Examples of ROC curves is shown in
Figure S12.
The models generally had very good AUC values and high rate of true positives, meaning that the encoders
were able to provide identifying information about the peak. We will not discuss the results for Air103 and Air115
data sets, since all models were trained with these two data sets, except to note that Models F & G, which were
trained with the more complex data sets, did not give perfect FP rates for these data sets. This might be that
these models are relying more on the individual encoders’ information than the difference between RT, and the
few pairs of peaks that have very similar profiles in both the mass spectrum and the chromatogram segment can
confuse the models. This FP will generally not matter too greatly for the final alignment since the near perfect
TP rates mean the peaks will be aligned to their correct group.
For the other five data sets, the models had near perfect AUC results for the ‘simpler’ data sets of Air143,
Breath103 and Breath115, and reasonable AUC (between 0.90 and 0.95) for the more complex Breath73 and
Breath88 data sets.
However, the rate of false positives was also high for some models, meaning that they were unable to distinguish
between complex cases. This occurred most often when a model was trained on data sets of lower complexity
compared to the data set with which it was evaluated. These models may have combined the different pieces of
information inappropriately. For example, a model trained on the air data sets and evaluated with the breath
data sets may have placed too much confidence in the RT difference as the most important piece of information.
As we have seen, differences in RT can be significant for ‘complex’ samples such as human breath, so a model
that relies heavily on predictable differences in this component will likely perform poorly when presented with
data samples in which RT is a less reliable indicator of peak identity. In such cases, peaks with a small difference
in retention time may end up grouped together even if the other encoding elements suggest otherwise.
We observe in the results that Breath103 and Breath115 had fairly low FP rates, even when the prediction was
made using models A and B, which were trained using just the air data sets. Conversely, the results for Air143 had
high FP rates in comparison. This was unexpected because air samples were considered relatively ‘simple’ data.
This shows while the unaligned SIC for the two data sets are very different (Supplementary Figure S8, where we
can easily see the groups of peaks in the air samples but not in the breath samples) there is enough information
about these peaks in the air samples to align the breath samples well. At the same time, the chemical compounds
in the Air143 data set are different enough from the other two air samples, that the encoded information in the
network is insufficient to align these peaks well.
Figure 2 shows an example of the alignment outcome, using model C on data set Breath115. Here the result
is from the network with the best TP rate on the data set. From the chormatographic image in the result, we
can see the overall alignment of all 98 breath samples is a very close match to the true alignment positions for all
compounds in the chromatographic segment. We can see from the chromatographic plot in Figure 2, that there
are a couple of very obvious misclassifications at RT=15.23min. However, when we analysed the two mis-classified
2Note that due to the validation split of the data set as well as the balancing of the positive and negative samples, not
all samples in each data set were used for training.
3For the data sets Breath73 and Breath88, only the expertly identified thioethers were used in the training data for true
positive pairs. However, in predicting the alignment, all peaks in the data set were tested. This means when calculating
the true positives, only the thioethers peaks were considered, since we do not know the true identity of the other peaks.
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Retention Time (min)
Truth
Figure 2: Alignment outcome for the data set Breath115 using the best performing network from model C.
For this network, the true positive rate was 0.992 and the false positive rate was 0.004. (See Supplementary
Figure S14 for the chromatographic image of the alignment.)
peaks, their mass spectra and their chromatogram segments were different from the other peaks in the same group
of the ground truth. This means these peaks were mis-identified by human error and the network had correctly
aligned them into the group of peaks at RT=15.14min. This example shows the power of using the mass spectral
information in alignment, as the two samples in question here do not have a peak at RT=15.23min, and the deep
learning network correctly matched them to the relevant peaks.
We observe that the false positive rates for data sets Breath73 and Breath88 were consistently higher than
other data sets (Table S4). The alignment results for these two data sets seem to match well with the ground
truth (see Supplementary Figure S15 for an example). Indeed, if all non-thioether peaks in these data sets are
ignored, the false positive rates from models F and G are almost 0. Therefore, it is the non-thioether peaks that
cause the high false positives in the results. As the negative training examples from these data sets do not include
the other peaks, the trained network can not fully distinguish a negative pair of peaks from a positive pair. We
tested this hypothesis by including the non-thioether peaks in the training data for negative pairs, and achieved
a much reduced FP rate of around 0.05.
A common mis-classification occurs when two adjacent peaks4, have very similar mass spectra, with significant
contributions from higher molecular weight m/z than the small masses associated with the thioethers. This type
of mis-classification is due to the information we used in the mass encoder of the network. In future work, we will
investigate the maximum m/z threshold to be used in the encoder.
From the results in Table S4, the main difficulty is the high false positive rate. It can also be seen from
Figure S2 that it is difficult to train the peak encoder. To see if changes to the model architecture could alleviate
these two problems, 30 different modifications to model D were tested. Section S1.5 (Supplementary Materials)
describes all the variations to the model as well as their performances. We found in general, the peak encoder
does not add to the model and can be removed without impacting the performance, further, the variants without
the peak encoder have much faster training and prediction time than the base model. Additionally, modifying
the architecture of the mass or chromatogram encoder can slightly improve the overall performance.
4We compare peaks within the same SIC due to the way the peak detection algorithm works, when sometimes noise in
the signal will cause a compound to have a double peak in the chromatogram, this will in turn cause the peak detection
algorithm to separate the peak.
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Table 5: AUC values for six variant of model H (trained using all training data sets) against each test
data set. The values report the average over ten repetitions. The values in bold are those with the best
performance for the data set.
Models
Data Set H-01 H-02 H-20 H-21 H-23 H-24
Air92 0.9669 0.9652 0.9718 0.9695 0.9702 0.9711
Air134 0.9923 0.9903 0.9912 0.9907 0.9933 0.9929
Field73 0.8532 0.8514 0.8557 0.8385 0.8566 0.8581
Field88 0.9587 0.9628 0.9679 0.9680 0.9632 0.9607
Field134 0.9846 0.9834 0.9830 0.9853 0.9820 0.9859
Overall 0.9512 0.9506 0.9539 0.9504 0.9531 0.9537
4.3 Accuracy and Alignment of Test Data
We now train a new model, H, using all training data from Table 1. We trained six variants of the model: variant
01, the basic model as described in Section 2.1, and five different variants that do not have the peak encoder due
to their training time and performance (see Section S1.5 for details). Ten networks of each variant were again
trained. The training took between 17 and 23 hours for variant 01 and around 30 min for the rest of the variants.
We report the models’ AUC values (Table 5), and average TP and FP performances (Supplementary Table S5)
on each test data set. Examples of ROC curves are shown in Figure S16. We also show alignment results of each
test data set using the best performing network (Figure 3 and Supplementary Figures S17 to S20).
The performances of model H variants on the test data show the models generally performed very well, with
all models give AUC between 0.96 and 1 for all data sets except Field73. Overall, the variant H-20 had the best
performance, closely followed by H-24. Both variants do not have the peak encoder and with slightly simplified
architecture in either the mass encoder or the chromatograph encoder. These results show the peak encoder does
not add to the overall performance of the model. All variants have high average true positive rates (almost 99%
for air data and between ∼ 84% and 96% for the field breath data). However, the false positive rates are also
relatively high, under 10% for three data sets (Air134, Field88 and Field134) and around 30% for the Air92 and
Field73 data sets.
As masses 92 and 134 had not been included in the training data sets, the high AUC and TP results showed
the model is able to generalise to data it hasn’t seen before. The high FP results show that this generalisation
has a limit, as the networks were not able to distinguish between neighbouring peaks with similar profiles. An
example of this is the case of the Air92 results, which had a high false positive rate largely due to two cases of pairs
of peaks occurring very close to each other at 15.8 and 15.9 min as well as 17.1 and 17.2 min (see Supplementary
Figure S17 for alignment results). Using the existing hierarchical clustering algorithm tends to merge the two
peaks together in these cases. We thus introduced a condition in the grouping algorithm to separate peaks from
the same sample into different groups based on the order of their retention times. Taking this into account means
double peaks (due to possible co-elusion) will be split into different groups (as in groups of peaks at 15.1 min
and 17.2 min). Future work may improve the resolution of the chromatogram encoder to distinguish these peaks
occurring close together by learning a larger number of convolutional filters. These models used a small number of
convolutional filters (e.g. 6 filters are learnt at the first layer) since it was only expected to provide supplementary
information to the peak encoder.
There is a large difference between the FP rate of Field73 and Field 88 data sets, both containing the same
three thioethers in the samples. This difference in FP is due to the difference in number of total peaks detected
and the number of thioether peaks identified. For the Field73 data set, of the 270 peaks detected in the 50
samples, only 26 thioether peaks were identified (see Table 3). In contract, while the Field88 data set also only
had 27 identified thioether peaks, there were only 120 total peaks detected. There are almost five times as many
combinations of peaks in Field73 compared to Field88, making it a more difficult data set for alignment.
We observe that ordering the latter four variants according to their overall performance, we have H-20, H-24,
H-23, H-21. This performance is slightly different from the results on training data (Table S2), these variants
are ordered as H-20, H-23, H-21, H-24 due to their overall performance. The difference between the two sets of
results show that performance is partially dependant on the data set, although this might improve when increased
training data are used.
4.4 Prediction Run-time Analysis
Once the model is trained and tested, it can be used on new data sets, therefore, the training time for the model
is irrelevant to alignment, and only the prediction time is of concern to users of GC-MS data sets. The prediction
time of the model depends linearly on the number of peak combinations (Supplementary Figure S21). This, in
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Figure 3: Alignment outcome for the data set Field88 using the best performing network of model H-21.
For this network, the true positive rate was 0.993 and the false positive rate was 0.134. (a) Chormato-
graphic image. (b) Chormatographic plot. Note, only the three thioethers peaks were expertly identified
and thus aligned in the ground truth plot, and in ground truth image only these peaks are shown.
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Table 6: Runtime of whole SIC (full 50 minute retention time). This compares two SIC together and
ten SIC together. These run-times are assessed using the simpler model D-02, since the peak encoder
component does not seems to provide significant benefits. The computer used for assessment has a dual
core 2.9GHz Intel i5-3380M processor with 8 GB of memory.
1 Min Cutoff 3 Min Cutoff 5 Min Cutoff
SIC Peaks Combinations Time (sec) Combinations Time (sec) Combinations Time (sec)
Air, m/z = 103 x2 271 2,100 13.3 ± 0.5 6,200 16.4 ± 0.4 10,000 19.2 ± 1.6
Air, m/z = 103 x10 1436 53,900 48.1 ± 1.5 151,000 120.3 ± 3.7 244,000 198.0 ± 8.9
Breath, m/z = 103 x2 155 800 11.1 ± 0.3 2,000 12.0 ± 0.2 3,100 12.7 ± 0.2
Breath, m/z = 103 x10 748 20,400 24.2 ± 0.2 52,600 51.6 ± 1.0 83,200 71.7 ± 1.3
Breath, m/z = 73 x2 172 700 10.9 ± 0.1 1,900 11.4 ± 0.5 3,000 12.8 ± 0.1
Breath, m/z = 73 x10 897 19,600 26.0 ± 0.9 52,700 51.2 ± 0.9 81,600 71.9 ± 1.8
the worst case, is quadratically related to the number of peaks present. However for longer segments most of
the peak combinations fall outside the 3 minute comparison cut-off and are immediately assigned a probability
of 0. Table 6 shows the number of combinations that were found in two and ten SICs of air and breath. These
combinations are given at a cutoff of one minute, three minutes and five minutes and shows that the speed of the
algorithm can be adjusted by tuning the maximum range the retention time shifts are believed to occur within.
The average run-time comparing two SIC took between 10 to 20 seconds.
4.5 Comparison with Existing Algorithm
We compare our alignment results with two existing algorithms: the correlation optimized warping (COW) algo-
rithm [27, 28, 29]5, and the GCalignR algorithm [15]. We investigated many other existing algorithms, however,
most are unsuitable to compare with our algorithm – in some of the exiting algorithms the peak alignment module
was not designed to be used on its own [30, 11]; some algorithms do not have source code available [12]; some
requires a specific MATLAB toolbox that we do not own [14, 10]; and another built on proprietary software [13].
Both of the methods we chose to compare our algorithm with have source code readily available online, and easily
adapted to use on any datasets.
The main difference between the implementation of the existing algorithms and ChromAlignNet is the user
defined parameters. There are two main parameters to be defined in ChromAlignNet: the number of training
epochs and the split in the training data set for validation during training. These parameters are relatively easy
to choose and set. Another parameter to set is the batch size for training, which determines the efficiency of the
algorithm on the computer, thus does not affect the final network. At prediction (i.e. alignment) time, there is
only one parameter to set, that is the cut-off time between pairs of peaks to compare. This is relatively easy to
set as most GC-MS users will know the maximum drift in a data set. Moreover, a generous cut-off time does not
impact the result too much.
COW requires the users to define two parameters: the segment length (the chromatograms are split in a number
of segments during alignment) and the flexibility (how far the boundaries between segments are allowed to move).
These parameters are selected on a trial and error basis by visual inspection of the sample chromatograms, which
means it is very time consuming for the user during implementation. Efforts have been made at automating
the parameter selection in COW [28, 29], however, they still require iterative searches of the parameters by the
algorithms. Additionally, COW also requires users to select a reference chromatogram as the target for alignment.
There are several methods for selecting the reference chromatogram [31], but no single method is optimal.
GCalignR requires three parameters corresponding to its three stage alignment process, which controls how far
each peak is allowed to shift. The first stage is a linear shift of the full chromatogram in comparison to a reference
sample, up to the value given by the parameter max_linear_shift. The second step aligns each peak with the
average RT of the surrounding peaks, grouping peaks together up to a maximum max_diff_peak2mean. The
third step uses another parameter min_diff_peak2peak to account for adjacent groups that should be combined.
Although these time based parameters are more intuitive to set than those in COW, the strict nature of these
cutoffs means that alignment outcome can vary significantly when these parameters are changed.
We implemented the existing algorithms on two data sets: (1) Air92, an easy data set, and (2) Field88, a
complex data set of human breath. Both data sets are part of the test data as described in Table 3. For COW,
we implemented the automatic reference and parameter selection algorithms [28, 29]. We selected the target
chromatogram based on maximum cumulative product of correlation coefficients. For parameter selection, we
used the default optimisation options with a custom range of slack and segment. For GCalignR, we used the
defaults provided by the algorithm.
To compare the alignment results, we modified the assessment metrics (see Supplementary Materiel Sec-
tion S1.6 for full details). This is because for ChromAlignNet, we compare all possible pairs of peaks in the
dataset, but to compare the final alignment results between the methods, we need to only compare how well a
5The MATLAB code for COW was downloaded from http://www.models.life.ku.dk/dtw cow
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Table 7: Performance of three different alignment methods on three different data sets. The value N
next to the data set name indicates how many peaks in the data sets were given a group number, thus
have ground truth in alignment.
ChromAlignNet COW GCalignR
TP FDR TP FDR TP FDR
Air 92 (N=525) 0.952 0.010 0.442 0.013 0.962 0.008
Field 88 (N=27) 0.963 0.071 0.556 0.063 0.481 0.000
peak has aligned to the group. We calculate and present the TP rate and the False Discovery Rate (FDR) of the
alignment results for the three methods (Table 7).
The alignment results for Air92 data set show GCalignR has the best TP rate, with ChromAlignNet a close
second, and both have much better performance than COW. The result for ChromAlignNet here is somewhat
surprising, since it achieved a high TP rate in the pairwise comparison results for this data set. However, it also
achieved a relatively high FP rate for this data set. The latter would have contributed to the final alignment
TP rate to only be 95% (from a TP rate of 99% for pairwise comparison), that is, when multiple nearby pairs
of peaks (where a common peak appears in all pairs) all have high prediction value of peaks belong to the same
group, the grouping algorithm could misalign the peaks.
For the Field88 data set, ChromAlignNet has the best results while both COW and GCalignR performed
poorly. The samples in this data set differ substantially from each other. The RT of the same compound peak
may be displaced by several peak widths in different samples. In some cases, the consequent peak from one sample
can have an earlier RT than the peak of interest in the second sample. This sort of complex data set is where rule
based algorithm fails in peak alignment, as most algorithms assume the peaks are nearby and do not compare all
pairs of peaks in a chromatogram segment.
5 Conclusion
We introduced a deep-learning based method, ChromAlignNet, for alignment of GC-MS data. We quantitatively
analysed the performance of our method and compared it with existing algorithms. In general, ChromAlignNet
has very good alignment prediction outcomes when comparing two peaks, we achieved AUC between 0.95 and 1 for
most of our test data sets. The performance of our model is only hampered when tested against very complex data
sets, which give AUC ∼ 0.85. Comparing our final alignment of peaks in sets of chromatograms against existing
methods, we found ChromAlignNet gives comparable results for simple data sets, and much better accuracy when
aligning very complex data sets.
Comparing to existing methods, ChromAlignNet’s main advantage is that the model is learned from data.
This means no assumptions were made when designing the algorithm other than the basics of GC-MS data.
Unlike existing algorithms, we do not assume the samples for alignment are fairly similar (e.g. in algorithms such
as GCalignR [15] and CAM [10]), such that there is some correspondence between all peaks and there are few
missing peaks. The model also isn’t given information such as the largest single value after matrix decomposition
represents chemical information (e.g. in FSA-MS [14]). This lack of assumption from ChromAlignNet means it
is free to learn the representation from the data presented, and the models can improve with appropriate data as
we see in the results in Table 4.
Another difference between ChromAlignNet and most existing algorithms is that no reference chromatogram
is required for alignment, instead we compare peaks pair-wise. Since it is almost impossible to have a perfect
reference chromatogram that contains examples of all peaks in the target chromatograms. The need for reference
chromatogram is one of the reasons for low accuracy in existing algorithm when aligning very complex data sets,
when the algorithms assume that every peak in target chromatogram need to be aligned to corresponding peak
in the reference chromatogram.
ChromAlignNet is also extremely easy to use with almost no user input of parameters compared to most
existing algorithms. This is because the model learns the best parameters to compare peaks during training.
Therefore users do not need to be familiar with the algorithm to run the prediction and alignment.
However, the high false positive rates show there are still many areas for improvement. We discuss the
shortcomings of the tool and future work of improvement in Supplementary Section S1.7.
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Software
ChromAlignNet was implemented in Python 3.6 with the Keras library. The hierachical clustering algorithm for
group assignment after pairwise alignment is from Python’s SciPy library. The ROC curve and AUC calculations
are from Python’s scikit-learn library. The code is available online (https://github.com/mili7522/ChromAlignNet).
The code for converting from XML to csv files, and for peak detection in a SIC were implemented in Matlab.
The codes are also available online (https://github.com/rosalind-wang/GCPeakDetection).
Data Analysis
Training and batch prediction (prediction using all models on all possible data sets) were conducted on CSIRO’s
GPU cluster and the Sydney University CPU cluster. The CSIRO GPU cluster are composed of dual 14 core
compute nodes each with 256GB RAM and 4 Nvidia P100 GPUs. The Sydney University CPU cluster are
composed of a mix of Intel’s Haswell, Broadwell and Skylake compute nodes based on dual socket servers with
up to 192GB RAM per node (excluding High-Memory nodes).
Further calculations, such as individual predictions, were conducted using a dual core 2.9GHz Intel i5-3380M
processor with 8 GB of memory running Windows 10 Pro and a dual core 3.3GHz Intel Core i7 processor with
16 GB of memory running macOS 10.13.
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S1 Supplementary Text
S1.1 Deep Learning
Deep learning [33], also called deep neural networks, is a type of artificial neural network and a specific subfield
of machine learning. Since around 2012, it has become one of the most popular machine learning methods for
many types of complex problems such as image classification [34, 35, 36], speech recognition [37, 38], language
translation [39], handwriting transcription [40, 41], autonomous driving [42], to name a few. The success of deep
learning stems from its ability to learn successive layers of increasingly meaningful representation of the raw
data. Deep learning systems build up complex concepts by composing simple but non-linear modules (called
‘neurons’) that transform the simpler representation of one layer into the slightly more abstract representation of
the next layer [33, 17]. For example, in the field of computer vision, successive layers learn to detect edges, shapes
and eventually entire objects given only pixel values. The key aspect differentiating deep learning from other
conventional machine learning techniques is that the representations (or features) are not designed by engineers
nor are they selected by experts, rather, they are learnt from the data through the neural network’s learning
algorithms [33].
One reason for the success of deep learning networks in solving a large range of complex problems is the diverse
set of models, or network architecture, in deep learning compared to traditional machine learning algorithms.
The general structure can be described as neurons arranged into an input layer, an output layer and several
intermediate, or hidden, layers [17]. However, the number of hidden layers can vary up to several hundreds or
even thousands, with any number of neurons in each layer. Further, the neurons can be connected in many
different ways. This flexibility in network architecture allows researchers to build deep learning models that best
suit their application.
The simplest and most common neural network model is the fully connected feedforward network (Figure S1).
Feedforward refers to the flow of information through the layers of the network in a single direction, from input to
output. There are no cycles formed by connections between neurons in the same layer or by information passed
back from later layers of the network. Meanwhile, a fully connected network refers to all possible connections being
present between the neurons of adjoining layers. That is, each neuron in the hidden and output layers receives
inputs from all the neurons in the layer before it. During computation, the neurons in each layer calculate a
weighted sum of their inputs and pass this result through a non-linear ‘activation’ function. These networks are
then trained with data to learn the weights of the connections – in other words how important the data from one
neuron is to the connected neuron in the next layer. In a typical modern deep learning network, there may be
hundreds of millions of weights to be learnt.
Input Layer Output LayerHidden Layers
Linear combination 
using learnt weights
Nonlinear activation
�𝑦𝑦
Prediction
Figure S1: Fully connected, feedforward network structure, consisting of several layers of neurons, each
of which is a linear combination of the previous layer followed by a non-linear activation function
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By relaxing the requirements of either being fully connected or only feedforward, specialised deep neural
network architectures can be formed, such as convolutional neural networks and recurrent neural networks. This
generally reduces the number of weights that need to be learnt since the connections between layers are sparse
and weights can be shared. Convolutional neural networks (CNN) [43] are designed for data that come in the
form of multiple arrays, for examples, 1D time series signals from various sensors, 2D coloured images or 3D
coloured videos. Convolutional layers in a CNN replace the weighted sum with the convolution operation as the
mathematical linear operation between the layers. This means that instead of learning a unique weight between
each pair of neurons, only a small number of weights arranged into a filter are required. Filters act locally and
produce output ‘feature map’ – for example, an edge in one part of an image is the same as an edge in another
part so the concept of an edge detector only needs to be learnt once to be applied across the whole image [33].
Convolution layers are often alternated with pooling layers, whose role is to merge similar features, thus reducing
the amount of information in order to train the model more efficiently. For example max pooling [44] replaces a
block of values with the maximum within that block. The many stages of convolution and pooling layers extract
successively more features from the raw data, which are used by the final stage of standard (fully connected)
neural network layers for tasks such as classification.
Recurrent neural networks (RNN) [45] are a type of neural network that are specialised for processing se-
quential data, thus are common in fields such as speech recognition. Unlike feedforward networks, RNNs contain
connections within the same layer, forming loops that allow them to make use of their current internal state to
help process a sequence of inputs. Since the same RNN block with the same weights is used over the whole
sequence, the number of parameters that need to be learnt is reduced compared to treating different positions
along the sequence as unique. One development in RNN is the Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) network [46],
which maintains a memory unit as well as the internal state. The goal of this memory unit is to retain inputs
for a long time. This is effective in machine translation tasks which must keep track of grammar components
separated by many words.
While all the different neural networks described above were introduced in the 1980s and 1990s, it wasn’t
until 2012 that deep learning gained wide spread notice and many successes. These successes were made possible
by a combination of advancements in hardware and software. In terms of the hardware, the introduction and
adaptation of graphics processing units (GPUs) in desktop and supercomputer clusters allowed researchers to train
networks 10 or 20 times faster [37]. On the software front, the introduction of rectified linear units (ReLU) [47]
for neurons and a new regularisation technique called dropout [48] sped up the learning of networks with many
layers. Dropout is a method that randomly removes a number of neurons in the network during each training
iteration. This simplifies the network during training and forces redundant representations to be learnt.
S1.2 Data Used
Ambient air samples obtained during trials of controlled human malaria infection (CHMI). Data from studies with
two different malaria species were used. In the first trial, volunteers were infected with Plasmodium falciparum,
and in a second trial, volunteers were infected with P. vivax. The details of the trials have been described
previously [6]. During these studies a total of 62 and 41 samples of ambient air were collected, respectively.
The studies were approved by the Queensland Institute of Medical Research Human Research Ethics Committee
(QIMRHREC) (P1479) and endorsed by the CSIRO Health and Medical Research, Human Research Ethics
Committee (proposal numbers: 11/2016 and 19/2016).
Healthy control human breath samples were collected from nine volunteers at different times of the day over
several days. Details of the study were described in a previous paper [6]. A total of 98 samples were collected
overall. The study was approved by the CSIRO Health and Medical Research, Human Research Ethics Committee
(proposal number: LR 2/2017). Written informed consent was received from participants prior to inclusion in
the study. Further, the use of data for this paper was also approved by the same committee (LR 12/2018 and
2019 059 LR).
Field samples of human breath were collected from 50 febrile patients at the Public Out Patient Department
of Lihir Medical Centre in Papua New Guinea between 29th July and 19th August, 2017. Medical diagnosis
confirmed 38 patients were malaria positive. Details of the study will be published in the near future. Approval
for this study was provided by The Medical Research Advisory Committee (MRAC) of Papua New Guinea
(MRAC No. 17.12) and CSIRO Health and Medical Research Ethics Committee (RR 14/2017) prior to patient
recruitment. All participants included in the study were informed and provided consent before sample collection.
Furthermore, all participants provided consent for the samples to be used in future studies. The use of data
for this paper was also approved by CSIRO Health and Medical Research, Human Research Ethics Committee
(proposal number: 2019 059 LR)
S1.3 Manual Grouping of Peaks
To generate data for training and validation each peak was manually assigned a group so that all the peaks
assigned the same group should be aligned together. Groups to be aligned are numbered with an integer starting
with 0. Peaks which are instead given ‘-1’ as group number are largely ignored in the training process, only being
used when paired with an identified peak as a negative pair.
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Assignment of the group is done using the following procedure:
1. A custom excel template was used to highlight peaks which are close together in retention time to a
particular selected peak – that is within a specified cutoff window. This is used to find likely sets of peaks
to compare.
2. Figure S9 is plotted for several peaks in the highlighted group to allow visual inspection and comparison
of the peak shape, mass spectra and chromatograph segment (the same components which are fed into the
deep neural network). Any peaks deemed to be the same will be assigned the same group number.
3. Step 2 is repeated with several more highlighted peaks, including one or more which had already been
assigned a group number. Peaks which match are assigned the same group number. This is repeated until
all highlighted peaks have been visually inspected.
4. Steps 1 to 3 are repeated until all peaks have been checked.
5. Peaks which are not yet assigned a group are then compared to existing groups close by in retention time
and with other unassigned peaks. Remaining lone peaks are either assigned a group number by itself or
given a negative group number to remove them from the training set.
The Excel template is available for download from the same URL as the data set.
S1.4 Detailed Training Process
The Adam optimiser was used at a learning rate of 0.001. Adam is an improvement on stochastic gradient descent
that adapts the learning rate for each variable being optimised. Since it works well with default parameters on a
wide range of deep learning models, alternative learning rates and other optimisers were not tested.
Our deep learning model has four separate outputs (Figure 1). Each sub-network’s output (i.e. the 10 neurons
giving the difference between extracted features of the inputs) is used to conduct its own prediction. For example,
the output of the mass encoder sub-network is used to make a prediction of the alignment probability as if only
information about the mass spectra of the two peaks were available. In addition, there is the main output of the
overall network, which integrates all the information, and makes an overall prediction of alignment. Therefore,
there are four predictions from the network, which are used during training.
During the training process, the inputs to the network are pairs of peaks and the true labels indicating whether
each pair should be aligned or not. The aim of training is to minimise the loss6, by using the gradient of the loss
in backpropagation. There are four losses in the network (from the four predictions). Training minimises the sum
of the four losses, with a weighting of 0.2 is given to each encoder’s loss in the sum so that the emphasis remains
on the main output. The four predictions are compared with true labels to help users to better understand the
performances of each part of the model. When using the network for alignment, only the main output from the
network is considered.
We can thus track the loss and accuracy of the network over the training epochs for each of the four outputs
(Figure S2). Most of the models exhibit similar patterns of behaviour for loss and accuracy over cumulative
epochs (see Supplementary Figures S10 and S11 for examples of this plot for other models). The plots displayed
in Figure S2 show that the loss from the peak encoder component stabilises shortly after training begins and its
accuracy ceases to rise. There are two likely explanations for this observation. Either there is little information
in the peak profiles beyond what is already provided by the chromatogram segments or the peak encoder requires
more epochs to train to an acceptable level of accuracy compared to the other components. If the peak encoder’s
contribution simply added noise to the final output it would be cut off early in the training process.
Of the other two encoder components, the mass encoder took more epochs to train than the chromatogram
encoder. This is a little surprising, as the identification of compounds by domain experts relies heavily on the
information in the mass spectrum. This could be due to the different network architecture of the two encoders. The
CNN architecture of the chromatogram encoder is better at finding features in the data for alignment comparison
than the fully connected network of the mass encoder.
S1.5 Variations to the Model
From the results in Table S4, the main difficulty is the high false positive rate. It can also be seen from Figure S2
that it is difficult to train the peak encoder. To see if changes to the model architecture could alleviate these
two problems, a number of modifications to model D were tested. Making changes to model D allowed greater
reduction in false positive rate than models F and G, as the model wasn’t trained with Breath73 and Breath88
data sets, which present the high FP rates in the results. The variations to the main architecture follow three
general themes:
1. Modifications to the peak encoder. For example removing the encoder altogether or making simplifications
(where we replaced the LSTM units with Gated Recurrent Unit [49]) with the aim to make it easier to
train.
6Loss is a function of how much the predictions differs from the actual labels. In our case, since the network performs a
binary classification an appropriate loss is the cross-entropy function.
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Figure S2: Loss and accuracy components of model G over 50 epochs. The components correspond to the
main output from the network as well as the outputs from each Siamese sub-network. (a) Training loss
components, (b) Training accuracy components, (c)Validation loss components, (d) Validation accuracy
components.
2. Changes to the encoders. Adding dropout and changing the number of encoding neurons. The aim is to
reduce the rate of false positives by reducing overfitting.
3. Changing the convolution layers in the chromatograph segment encoder, for example changing the number
of layers or adding dropout between the layers. The aim is to improve the feature extraction from the
chromatograph.
From the three general themes described above, we proposed 18 variations to the model (Table S1), each of which
was trained and tested with ten repetitions. The networks were trained on the GPU and took under 20min for
variant 2, under 3hr for variant 3, and under 6hr for the rest. We tested the resultant models on the Breath103,
Breath73 and Breath88 data sets.
The average alignment results are show in Table S1. The results for Breath73 (with standard deviations) are
show in Figure S3, Breath88 showed a similar outcome (Figure S4). Although there is no significant improvement
in true positive rate, the false positive rates show slight reductions in some variants, most notably in D-07, D-12
and D-17. However, in all of these cases, there is a slight drop in TP rate, demonstrating that the networks’
ability to distinguish between positive and negative pairs is closely related. These models may be simply making
some trade off between the TP and FP rate instead of having an overall improvement.
We again analysed the training of the new network variations over 50 epochs (Figure S5). Looking at the
validation accuracy of the four outputs, the peak encoder has the most inconsistent results. While the peak
encoder of some variants was more accurate than others, the large variation in accuracy means the peak encoder
can not be trained effectively and consistently. These results indicate the peak encoder may be unnecessary for
the deep learning model of chromatogram alignment. Furthermore, the substantial increase in training time for
the peak encoder compared to the other encoders suggests it would be advantageous to remove this component,
especially when the size of the training data becomes much larger than the current set.
The other notable result in the validation accuracy was variant 15’s chromatogram encoder, which had a much
worse performance than any other variant. In variant 15, the dropout rate between the convolutional layers was
set to a high value of 0.5 (compare to no dropout in the original). The poor performance of its chromatogram
encoder and its overall decreased TP rate, demonstrate the necessity of complex connectivity in the convolution
layers to fully describe the chromatogram segment.
Given the performance of the peak encoder in all variants, we devised a further 12 second generation variants
of model D based on a combination of the first generation variants 2 or 3 with one of six other variants (Table S2).
The six variants were chosen for their performances (mainly low FP rates). The training times for variants based
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Table S1: Variations made to model D. Model D is included here for reference as model D-01, and was re-
run as a check of performance against those in Table S4. Key: PE = peak encoder; ME = mass spectrum
encoder; CE = chromatograph segment encoder; CL = convolutional layers in the chromatograph encoder.
CL (L) and CL (R) refers to only the left or right stack of the convolutional layers. In the change
column, 5, 20 and 30 indicates a change to the number of encoding (final layer) neurons for the modified
component, while ‘-’ indicates that no change is made. ‘Increase’ and ‘Decrease’ refers to a change in the
number of layers by one in the corresponding chromatograph encoder component. For model D-03, the
simplification of the peak encoder indicates the removal of bi-directionality and changing the recurrent
unit from LSTM to a GRU structure [49]. If dropout is unspecified it kept at its original value (0.2
for the mass and peak encoders and after the convolutions of the chromatogram encoder, 0 between the
convolutions of the chromatogram encoder). The values report the average across the 10 repetitions.
Breath 103 Breath 73 Breath 88
Models
Modified
Component
Dropout Change TP FP AUC TP FP AUC TP FP AUC
D-01 - - - 0.997 0.004 0.9996 0.943 0.294 0.9220 0.945 0.327 0.9072
D-02 PE - Remove 0.999 0.005 0.9996 0.940 0.313 0.9198 0.942 0.324 0.9124
D-03 PE - Simplify 0.998 0.004 0.9996 0.944 0.312 0.9197 0.946 0.325 0.9112
D-04 PE 0.5 - 0.999 0.004 0.9997 0.947 0.302 0.9258 0.947 0.324 0.9154
D-05 PE - 5 0.998 0.004 0.9995 0.922 0.260 0.9258 0.928 0.280 0.9177
D-06 PE 0.5 20 0.997 0.003 0.9998 0.936 0.269 0.9263 0.942 0.290 0.9172
D-07 PE 0.5 30 0.998 0.004 0.9998 0.921 0.237 0.9298 0.925 0.254 0.9214
D-08 ME - 5 0.999 0.005 0.9996 0.938 0.275 0.9288 0.936 0.278 0.9226
D-09 ME 0.5 20 0.997 0.003 0.9998 0.934 0.283 0.9248 0.934 0.297 0.9158
D-10 ME 0.5 30 0.998 0.003 0.9996 0.921 0.266 0.9171 0.922 0.289 0.9076
D-11 CE - 5 0.999 0.010 0.9993 0.924 0.288 0.9116 0.921 0.297 0.9024
D-12 CE 0.5 20 0.996 0.005 0.9995 0.902 0.249 0.9178 0.903 0.278 0.9021
D-13 CE 0.5 30 0.998 0.005 0.9997 0.934 0.307 0.9228 0.939 0.341 0.9113
D-14 CL 0.2 - 0.997 0.006 0.9995 0.904 0.279 0.9113 0.911 0.318 0.8938
D-15 CL 0.5 - 0.996 0.052 0.9983 0.886 0.261 0.8901 0.884 0.302 0.8664
D-16 CL (R) - Increase 0.999 0.004 0.9996 0.938 0.285 0.9262 0.938 0.300 0.9159
D-17 CL (R) - Decrease 0.997 0.006 0.9996 0.910 0.243 0.9171 0.912 0.255 0.9098
D-18 CL (L) - Increase 0.998 0.005 0.9995 0.920 0.288 0.9178 0.921 0.298 0.9110
D-19 CL (L) - Decrease 0.998 0.004 0.9996 0.927 0.268 0.9209 0.927 0.275 0.9134
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Figure S3: Performance of model alternatives on Breath73. The average and the standard deviation of
10 repetitions are shown. Model D-01 is the benchmark against which all changes were made.
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Figure S4: Performance of model alternatives on Breath88. The average and the standard deviation of
10 repetitions are shown. Model D-01 is the benchmark that all changes were made against
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Figure S5: Validation accuracy for model D’s variants 1-19 plotted over the training epochs: (a) Main
Accuracy, (b) Peak Encoder Accuracy, (c) Mass Encoder Accuracy, and (d) Chromatogram Encoder
Accuracy. Note that variant 2 does not have a peak encoder, thus its accuracy is not plotted in (b).
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Table S2: Further variations made to model D. Each variant here is a combination of variant 2 or 3
and six other variants. Variant 2 has no peak encoder, resulting in reducing the training and prediction
time by at least an order of magnitude. Variant 3 has a simplified peak encoder, resulting in halving the
training and prediction time. The six other variants have variations to mass or chromatogram encoders,
and have slightly better performance than the original model. Model D is included here for reference as
model D-01. The values report the average across 10 repetitions. Note we did not use variant 7 here even
though it had low FP rate because variant 7 uses a modification on the peak encoder, which is omitted
in variant 2.
Breath 103 Breath 73 Breath 88
Models combination TP FP AUC TP FP AUC TP FP AUC
D-01 0.997 0.004 0.9996 0.943 0.294 0.9220 0.945 0.327 0.9072
D-20 2, 8 0.999 0.004 0.9996 0.932 0.290 0.9223 0.935 0.299 0.9163
D-21 2, 9 0.999 0.005 0.9996 0.957 0.343 0.9237 0.960 0.375 0.9109
D-22 2, 11 0.998 0.004 0.9996 0.920 0.281 0.9141 0.920 0.297 0.9053
D-23 2, 12 0.998 0.004 0.9997 0.934 0.272 0.9262 0.937 0.307 0.9106
D-24 2, 17 0.998 0.005 0.9997 0.914 0.254 0.9197 0.913 0.277 0.9069
D-25 2, 19 0.997 0.004 0.9995 0.925 0.291 0.9107 0.925 0.308 0.8992
D-26 3, 8 0.998 0.005 0.9997 0.925 0.301 0.9144 0.926 0.318 0.9077
D-27 3, 9 0.999 0.005 0.9996 0.950 0.319 0.9190 0.946 0.341 0.9066
D-28 3, 11 0.997 0.005 0.9993 0.893 0.254 0.9056 0.898 0.282 0.8936
D-29 3, 12 0.998 0.004 0.9995 0.928 0.276 0.9163 0.930 0.316 0.9010
D-30 3, 17 0.999 0.005 0.9996 0.915 0.258 0.9171 0.921 0.286 0.9048
D-31 3, 19 0.998 0.004 0.9997 0.904 0.257 0.9180 0.904 0.268 0.9101
on variant 2 were under 15 min, and the training times for variants based on variant 3 were between 2.5 to 3
hours. In comparison, the training time for variant 1 (the original model D) was around 5.5 hours.
We observe from the performance of these 12 variants, that those based on variant 9 (D-21 and D-27) have
the best TP rates, which were also an improvement on the original model (D-01). Conversely, those based on
variant 17 (D-24 and D-30) have the lowest FP rate, but also some of the lowest TP rates. Moreover, we note
that variants based on variant 2 (D-20 to D-25) have overall better performance (higher TP rates and lower FP
rates) than those based on variant 3 (D-26 to D-31), despite the former lacking the peak encoder in the network.
The performance of these variants combined with their much faster training (and consequently prediction) time
confirms it is preferable to remove the peak encoder from the overall network.
S1.6 Metrics for Overall Alignment
To compare the results from various different methods, we need to modify the assessment metric. This is because
in our assessment of pairwise comparison, we compare all possible pairs of peaks (in a cut off segment) in the
data set, which no other methods have done. A fairer comparison between the methods would be how well each
peak has aligned to the other peaks in the final alignment.
For each group of peaks in the ground truth alignment, we identify the range of RT for these peaks in the
aligned result. From this range, we find the RT with the most number of peaks from the real group, this will be
used as the actual aligned RT. Count the number of peaks from the real group that is aligned to this RT, this is
added to the number of true positive peaks. All other peaks that are aligned to this RT will be counted towards
the number of false positive peaks.
The total number of actual positive peaks is the total number of identified peaks in the data sets, thus we can
calculate the TP rate. For the false positive values, instead of calculating the FP rate, we will be using the False
Discovery Rate (FDR), which is the proportion of predicted positive cases that are false positives. The FDR is a
much more meaningful value here as we do not have a good estimate of the total number of negative cases.
S1.7 Future Work
We built a network that compares the retention time, chromatogram segments, peak profile and mass spectra at
peak maximum between two peaks. This allows the network to make use of all the information about a peak in
the comparison. We also designed 18 alternative network structures and 12 combinations of the alternatives to
test whether alterations to individual component of the network can improve its performance. The main issue we
observed from these results is that none of the model alternatives was able to consistently train the peak encoder.
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In fact, when we removed the peak encoder from the network and altered other parts of the network, we achieved
better true positive and false positive rate, as well as much faster training and prediction times.
Investigating the performance over epochs of the peak encoder, we notice it seems to train much more slowly
than the other network components and stop improving after a certain point, suggesting that its contribution to
the prediction was switched off. It may be effective to pretrain the peak encoder as an autoencoder so that it
can make useful contributions to ChromAlignNet right from the first training epoch. Training as an autoencoder
consists of combining an encoder network with a decoder network and assessing the ability to reconstruct the
original peak from the encoding. This is an unsupervised training process and it is much easier to extract a large
amount of unlabelled peak data (i.e. peaks that have not been manually identified) to pretrain the autoencoder
compared to labelling the peaks into groups.
Furthermore, recent development in deep learning has shown that CNNs can be more effective than RNNs in
many sequence based tasks traditionally seen as the domain of recurrent structures [50]. Even when sticking to
the basic versions of each architecture, the performance of CNNs versus RNNs on sequential data is highly task
dependent [51]. In natural language processing, CNNs outperforms RNNs where detection of specific features
or key words is important, such as in question and answer systems. Conversely, comprehension of long-range
semantics is better done with an RNN [51]. In addition, there has been explorations of hybrid CNN-RNN
structures which aims to combine the benefits of both [52, 53]. In future work, we will test the use of CNN and
other architectures for the peak encoder.
We will also investigate improvement to the mass spectrum encoder. Currently this encoder takes as input
all mass values from the GC-MS instrument, however, close inspection of the mass spectra shows that not all
masses have useful information about a peak. This is also evident in the performance of variants 09, 10, 21 and
27, which all have very high drop outs (0.5) in the mass encoder. In future work, we will investigate the use of
smaller mass spectral segments as inputs to the mass encoder. We will also investigate other network structures
that can extract better features from the mass spectra.
The overall false positive rate of prediction result is relatively high and that will impede the use of ChromA-
lignNet. One approach which may reduce FP rate is to replace some parts of the loss function from the current
standard cross entropy with the triplet loss which is commonly used for Siamese architecture networks. The
triplet loss uses three encodings simultaneously instead of two, comparing both a positive and negative example.
Often these are hand chosen to be difficult cases. The triplet loss measures the difference between the encodings
of the positive pair and the negative pair and actively works to increase the gap between these cases. The Siamese
components would be pre-trained with the tripled loss to produce a good encoding. The full network would then
be assembled and trained as a whole to fine tune each component. Since the optimisation of neural networks is a
non-convex problem this would help the network avoid getting stuck in a local optima that does not adequately
distinguish true negatives from false positives.
The prediction from ChromAlignNet is a value between 0 and 1, i.e. the likelihood of two peaks being the
same. During alignment, we allocate peaks to the same group when the pairwise prediction value is greater than
and equal to 0.5. This might be a threshold that is too low in practice, as the current FP rate suggests many
peaks that don’t belong to the same group will be merged together. Currently, we employ various rules in the
grouping stage to separate these peaks, in future work, we will aim to make this process more robust.
Moreover, using the hierarchical clustering algorithm to assign groups may be a simple solution but is not
ideal. If incorrect fragmentation or combination of groups occur due to prediction errors being made on certain
pairs of peaks this will impact the average distance between clusters. Since this determines which further clusters
are combined, such errors can have flow-on effects. A more accurate method of assigning groups may be to
simultaneously modify the pairwise probability based on the other members in the proposed group. A group
should have a high pairwise probability between all members and a peak which shows a high probability of
alignment with a single peak in the group but low probability of alignment with the other peaks should not be
aligned with the group. This may be developed as a custom clustering algorithm or performed as a check after
initial clusters are obtained and further iterations of clustering can be performed. We will explore this in future
work.
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S2 Supplementary Figures
Figure S6: Architecture of the peak encoder component. For each recurrent layer, the blue shaded box
represents the LSTM unit (containing 64 neurons for its internal state and 64 neurons for its memory).
The elements of the input sequence are fed sequentially. The bidirectional aspect of the recurrent layers
are omitted for compactness. For recurrent layers two and three, the output from the previous layer is
used as the input.
Figure S7: Architecture of the chromatogram encoder component. Each convolution layer uses a kernel
size of 3. Each max pooling layer uses a kernel size and stride of 2, except the first which uses a kernel
size and stride of 3.
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Figure S8: Chromatographic segment various difficulties prior to alignment: (a) 62 air samples at m/z =
103 Da between RT ∼14 and 15 minutes, (b) 98 breath samples at the same m/z and RT combination of
(a), and (c) 98 breath samples at m/z = 73 Da between RT ∼3 and 6 minutes.
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Figure S9: Information on a peak with m/z = 103 Da from four breath samples. Each plot shows a
different piece of information that can be used together to decide if these peaks show the same compound.
(a) The full peak as determined by the peak detection algorithm, x-axis shows time steps; (b) Mass
spectrum at the time of the peak maximum, x-axis shows the m/z; (c) Chromatographic segment covering
about half a minute to either side of the peak, x-axis shows the RT; and (d) Same chromatographic
segment as (c) with intensity in log scale. The peaks under investigation have been indicated with
vertical lines of the same colour at their RT. The grey traces in the background are the rest of the
samples in the data set.
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Figure S10: Loss and accuracy components of model B over 50 epochs. The components correspond to the
main output from the network as well as the outputs from each encoder. (a) Training loss components,
(b) Training accuracy components, (c) Validation loss components, (d) Validation accuracy components.
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Figure S11: Loss and accuracy components of model E over 50 epochs. The components correspond to the
main output from the network as well as the outputs from each encoder. (a) Training loss components,
(b) Training accuracy components, (c) Validation loss components, (d) Validation accuracy components.
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Figure S12: ROC Curves of a) 10 repetitions of model A, ran against data set Breath103, b) 10 repetitions
of model A, ran against data set Breath115, c) 10 repetitions of model G, ran against data set Breath73
and d) 10 repetitions of model F, ran against data set Breath88. The lines are coloured in ascending
order from lowest AUC value to highest AUC value, with the lowest and highest values labelled in the
legend.
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Figure S13: Rates of (a) true positives and (b) false positives of all models tested against all data sets.
The error bars show the standard deviation from ten repetitions
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Figure S14: Alignment outcome for the data set Breath115 using the best performing network from model
C. For this network, the true positive rate was 0.992 and the false positive rate was 0.004. (a) Chro-
matographic image: each horizontal position is a single sample and the points are plotted at the peak
retention times. (b) Chromatographic plot: each line is a single sample.
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Figure S15: Alignment outcome for the data set Breath88 using the best performing model F. For this
network, the true positive rate was 0.985 and the false positive rate was 0.231. (a) Chormatographic
image. (b) Chormatographic plot. Note, only the three thioethers peaks were expertly identified and
aligned thus aligned in the ground truth image and plot.
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Figure S16: ROC Curves from four test sets ran on 10 repetitions of model H-20. The test sets are: a)
Air92, b) Air134, c) Field73 and d) Field88. The lines are coloured in ascending order from lowest AUC
value to highest AUC value, with the lowest and highest values labelled in the legend.
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Figure S17: Alignment outcome for the data set Air92 using the best performing network of model H-21.
For this network, the true positive rate was 0.997 and the false positive rate was 0.172. (a) Chormato-
graphic image. (b) Chormatographic plot.
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Figure S18: Alignment outcome for the data set Air134 using the best performing network of model H-23.
For this network, the true positive rate was 0.999 and the false positive rate was 0.074. (a) Chormato-
graphic image. (b) Chormatographic plot.
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Figure S19: Alignment outcome for the data set Field73 using the best performing network of model
H-24. For this network, the true positive rate was 0.965 and the false positive rate was 0.381. (a) Chor-
matographic image. (b) Chormatographic plot. Note, only the three thioethers peaks were expertly
identified and thus aligned in the ground truth image and plot, these peaks are at RT 3.9 (7 peaks), 4.3
(3 peaks), and 4.8 (16 peaks).
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Figure S20: Alignment outcome for the data set Field134 using the best performing network of model H-
24. For this network, the true positive rate was 0.972 and the false positive rate was 0.039. (a) Chormato-
graphic image. (b) Chormatographic plot. Note, only the three cymene peaks were expertly identified
and thus aligned in the ground truth image and plot, these peaks are at RT 14.9, 15.0 and 15.25.
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Figure S21: Number of combinations vs runtime (seconds). Data points are gathered from the running
of data sets as well as the values in Table 6
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S3 Supplementary Tables
Table S3: Nomenclature used in this paper.
Terms Definition
accuracy the proportion of the total data that a classification system got right
dropout a regularisation technique that randomly removes a number of neurons in the network
during each training iteration
encoder a network that maps raw inputs into feature representations
false positive (FP) the proportion of negative cases that are incorrectly predicted as positive
feature abstract representation extracted from the data, features can have physical meanings such
as edges in an image
group a set of peaks from multiple samples that are from the same compound
loss a function of how much the predictions differs from the actual labels
neurons a module in neural network that transforms multiple input data into one output value
overfitting when a model fits training data so perfectly that it fails when predicting new data
peaks local maxima on a chromatogram
peaks detected peaks found by automatic peak detection algorithm
peaks identified peaks that have been manually verified by domain experts such that identity of the peaks
are known
prediction model’s output when provided with an input
sample a breath or air specimen collected from an individual or a location at a specific time
test data a set of data used to test the performance of the trained models
training the process used to determine the best parameters for the models
training data data used to train the models
true positive (TP) the proportion of positive cases that are correctly determined as such
validation data a subset of data set (dis-joint from training data) that is used to verify the increase in
accuracy over training iterations
Table S4: True positives and false positive of predictions for each model against each data set. The values
report the average over ten repetitions. Cells where the values are italic and in bracket indicate models
that were trained with the data set.
True Positives False Positive
Models Models
Data Set A B C D E F G A B C D E F G
Air103 (1.000 ) (1.000 ) (1.000 ) (1.000 ) (1.000 ) (1.000 ) (1.000 ) (0.000 ) (0.000 ) (0.000 ) (0.000 ) (0.000 ) (0.000 ) (0.001 )
Air115 (1.000 ) (1.000 ) (1.000 ) (1.000 ) (1.000 ) (1.000 ) (1.000 ) (0.000 ) (0.000 ) (0.000 ) (0.000 ) (0.000 ) (0.001 ) (0.001 )
Air143 1.000 (1.000 ) 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.999 0.997 0.009 (0.000 ) 0.013 0.017 0.014 0.045 0.028
Breath103 0.982 0.964 (1.000 ) 0.998 (1.000 ) (1.000 ) (1.000 ) 0.012 0.007 (0.000 ) 0.005 (0.000 ) (0.001 ) (0.000 )
Breath115 0.965 0.956 0.986 (1.000 ) (1.000 ) 0.986 0.983 0.018 0.017 0.004 (0.000 ) (0.000 ) 0.023 0.017
Breath73 0.888 0.835 0.938 0.934 0.916 (1.000 ) 0.957 0.238 0.187 0.264 0.294 0.298 (0.250 ) 0.277
Breath88 0.885 0.826 0.938 0.934 0.922 0.982 (1.000 ) 0.254 0.216 0.290 0.320 0.294 0.192 (0.159 )
Table S5: True positives and false positive of predictions for six variant of model H (trained using all
training data sets) against each test data set. The values report the average over ten repetitions. The
values in bold are those with the best performance for the data set.
True Positives False Positive
Models Models
Data Set H-01 H-02 H-20 H-21 H-23 H-24 H-01 H-02 H-20 H-21 H-23 H-24
Air92 0.983 0.981 0.987 0.987 0.977 0.983 0.342 0.321 0.332 0.304 0.243 0.278
Air134 0.986 0.983 0.987 0.975 0.990 0.989 0.083 0.103 0.088 0.072 0.083 0.074
Field73 0.867 0.837 0.842 0.874 0.841 0.889 0.336 0.309 0.317 0.407 0.292 0.355
Field88 0.889 0.876 0.881 0.923 0.873 0.903 0.087 0.065 0.082 0.113 0.073 0.088
Field134 0.952 0.949 0.950 0.945 0.947 0.960 0.050 0.060 0.058 0.042 0.065 0.058
overall 0.935 0.925 0.929 0.941 0.926 0.945 0.180 0.172 0.176 0.188 0.151 0.171
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